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Abstract: In the last decades, electromechanical actuators started to be introduced in transport aircraft
for primary and secondary flight control surfaces. Some innovative architectures have been proposed
in the literature to use these actuators for high-lift devices (flaps and slats). The state-of-the-art
architecture is built with a central mechanical shaft powered by a power distribution unit connected to
ballscrew actuators that actuate the flap and slat surfaces. New innovative concepts have the potential
to improve the state-of-the-art architectures. However, there is a lack of quantitative results for such
innovative architectures. A new methodology is proposed to preliminarily estimate performance and
reliability aspects of conventional and innovative architectures. This allows quantitative comparisons
to finally be obtained. The methodology is applied to a new architecture that uses electromechanical
actuators for flaps and slats, providing results in terms of performance and reliability and comparing
them to the current state-of-the-art high-lift devices. Results show that the new architecture is
lighter than the reference one and can be more reliable. This is achieved thanks to the removal
of the mechanical links among components, which allows each control surface to be deployed
independently from the others. This highly increases the operational reliability of the system. Two
cases are analyzed, with and without actuator jamming. This provides more realistic results since
this failure mode is currently the main reason why electromechanical actuators are not being used for
more applications. The innovative architecture outperforms the conventional one in the case where
the electromechanical actuators are not affected by the jamming failure mode.

Keywords: electromechanical actuator; EMA; high-lift devices; flaps; slats; more-electric aircraft;
all-electric aircraft; reliability

1. Introduction and State of the Art

The flight control system (FCS) guarantees precise and safe flight control of the aircraft.
It can be subdivided into primary and secondary flight controls [1]. Primary flight controls
are used to command the aircraft in flight through pitch, roll and yaw control. They are
constantly active during the whole mission [2]. For commercial aircraft, they include the
rudder, ailerons and elevators. Secondary flight controls are only used in some specific seg-
ments of the mission profile (e.g., approach, landing, take-off, etc.). Their main function is
to momentarily modify the wing geometry to increase lift and/or drag [2]. For commercial
aircraft, they consist of spoilers, flaps and slats. Flaps and slats are also commonly called
high-lift devices. In military vehicles, some surfaces can be merged, serving more than one
purpose. For instance, flaperons can be used as flaps or ailerons [1].

This paper focuses on high-lift devices for commercial aircraft. State-of-the-art high-lift
devices predominantly consist of a mechanical transmission shaft connected to ballscrew
actuators that deploy the surfaces [3,4]. Power is provided by a central power drive unit
(PDU) that is connected to the main shaft through some gearboxes [5]. The shaft is me-
chanically connected to each of the actuators that deploy the flaps and slats synchronously
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and symmetrically. PDUs can be powered hydraulically or electrically, depending on the
components involved, and can also be single or dual depending on the number of motors
per unit [6,7]. Actuators are usually linear ballscrews [7].

Maintaining symmetry during the deployment of high-lift devices is key since it is
obligatory to neutralize asymmetries in flight [7]. Conventional high-lift devices have the
previously mentioned mechanical main shaft that connects all the actuators. If this shaft
breaks, one part of it remains mechanically disconnected from the rest. This effect can
create unwanted asymmetries. Wing tip brakes (also called torque limiters) are used for
this purpose [7]. When the mechanical transmission breaks, the monitoring and control
system activates the friction disks inside the wing tip brakes. This generates the proper
torque to brake the disconnected part of the system and keep it fixed in its position [7]. This
type of architecture assures a synchronous deployment of all flap and slat panels but also
involves a high number of components of different types, which requires a specific design
effort [3].

Figure 1 shows a detailed schema of the state-of-the-art architecture for flaps. Each
flap surface is deployed by two actuators that are connected to the main shaft through the
correspondent gearboxes. Two extra gearboxes per wing are typically located between
the power drive unit and the first actuator in order to redirect the main shaft through the
fuselage and wing [5]. Two torque limiters are located at the wing tips. All actuators are
linear ballscrews. State-of-the-art slats are built following the same schema. A specific
figure for slats is avoided to avoid unnecessary repetition. The only difference is that slats
have a larger number of surfaces. Following the example in Figure 1, the slats have ten
slat surfaces (five per side) instead of four flat surfaces (two per side). The rest remain the
same, which means that there is one main PDU, two ballscrew actuators per surface and
two torque limiters in total.

Figure 1. Scheme of the conventional flap architecture.

This reference architecture is currently being used in most commercial aircraft. New
promising flap geometries are being explored [8] in order to achieve fuel burn reductions.
New actuators are bringing new possible concepts that might also bring promising results.
Electromechanical actuators (EMAs) give the ability to remove the central power unit and
main shafts. These actuators have their own individual servo motor, and, as a result, they
do not need all the central devices providing torque [9]. They also do not need any central
hydraulic line providing power as classic hydraulic actuators do. Linear ballscrew actuators
can directly be substituted by linear EMAs. However, this substitution creates a new issue.
Torque limiters cannot be used to avoid asymmetries since the central mechanical shaft
does not exist in this architecture. This is solved with the addition of electronic devices
that can deactivate the corresponding motors when a failure is detected. This architecture
was suggested in [3]. A fully independent flap actuation system is designed with an
EMA located at each drive station without needing a transmission shaft linkage between
the different stations. Synchronous deployment is guaranteed thanks to actuator control
electronics and slat/flap control computers. They assure a synchronous deployment of
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both symmetric actuators of each flap panel, hence, avoiding skew or twist of the flap
panel. The same architecture was further analyzed in [10], where a more detailed design is
provided. The EMA is built with an internal permanent magnet brushless DC motor that
transforms the electric power into motion directly. A ball-nut assembly is used. According
to the authors, the proposed architecture is able to “fulfill the fault-tolerant requirements
and it is suitable for high reliability flap application”. This architecture was also briefly
commented on in [6], where different strategies are utilized for the central power drive
units of the conventional concept.

Figure 2 shows the scheme of this innovative architecture with all the components
involved. It can be seen how the central components (i.e., main shaft and PDU) disappear.
Now every flap surface is independent from the others. Each surface still has two actuators
connected to it; however, these actuators are now electromechanical ones. The ballscrew
actuator, motor and power control electronics are condensed into one single component
or unit. Two of these units are present per flap surface, and each of these couples requires
an actuator control electronics (ACE) unit. This unit guarantees correct and symmetrical
deployment of the flap surface, avoiding panel twisting. These units are connected to the
flap/slat control computers, which allow communication among all ACE and ensure that
asymmetries are neutralized. As for the conventional architecture, slats are built in the
same way as flaps. The only difference resides in the number of slat surfaces. Flaps have
four flap surfaces (two per side); slats typically have ten slat surfaces (five per side). Each
slat surface is also composed of two EMAs, each of them connected to their correspondent
PCE, both connected to ACE. A specific image for slats is avoided since it is redundant, and
the only difference compared to Figure 2 is the number of surfaces (four compared to ten).

Figure 2. Scheme of the innovative more-electric flap architecture.

The differences between the conventional architecture (Figure 1) and the innovative
one (Figure 2) can easily be seen when comparing both figures visually. The transition from
mechanical components to electronic ones is noticeable. This new concept of electrifying
the system is known as the more-electric aircraft (MEA) tendency. Its main idea is to replace
hydraulic, pneumatic and mechanical on-board systems with electrified versions. This
carries some benefits such as reducing the aircraft mass, fuel consumption and emissions
[11]. Some challenges that arise are the increase in the electric system complexity, dealing
with challenges such as performance in harsh environment, mass optimization, safety and
types of failures [12].

Furthermore, this new architecture could potentially reduce the mass of the high-lift
devices and bring some other benefits. However, safety issues do not allow it to be utilized.
This mainly comes from the jamming failure mode that the EMAs have. There are typically
two actuators per flap or slat surface in redundancy. If one actuator fails, the other can still
deploy the surface. This increases the reliability. Jamming is a failure mode that can occur
when EMAs are used. This failure mode jams the actuator, blocking its position, and, as
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a consequence, the whole flap or slat surface. Even if the redundant actuator is available,
it cannot successfully deploy the high-lift device surface. This failure mode cancels the
redundancy and reduces immensely the reliability of the system. This is currently the
main drawback of EMAs and the main reason they are not being used in safety-critical
components [13]. However, some current studies are progressing towards jamming-free
actuators that might actually increase reliability if they are successfully achieved [14].

The main question is as follows: how can EMAs actually increase reliability? This
comes from the effect of removing the central mechanical shaft. As explained before, if
the main shaft breaks or the PDU fails or one gearbox breaks, the whole system needs to
be stopped to avoid asymmetries. Torque limiters assist in this function. This does not
happen in the new EMA concept since the central devices are not present anymore. In
fact, focusing now on the flap case, this new architecture presents a new scenario that was
not possible before. It allows the deployment of just one of the two flap surfaces (i.e., the
inboard flap and outboard flap). It is important to mention that this deployment is always
symmetrical. An example is provided to the reader. If one of the inboard flaps fails (e.g.,
due to the jamming of one actuator), the other symmetric inboard flap can be stopped in the
same position thanks to the electronic devices commanding the actuators. Both outboard
flaps can still be fully deployed. The same happens when switching inboard and outboard
surfaces. This scenario is not possible in the state-of-the-art architectures. Here, a failure
of one actuator or a gearbox would immobilize the transmission shaft, resulting in the
complete loss of the flap system. Consequently, the new EMA concept could potentially
highly increase the reliability of the system. This idea was already presented in previous
studies [3]. Here, the authors state that, owing to the complete independence among all
flap panels, the aircraft can now be operated with only one flap pair. This would “increase
operational reliability” [3]. However, one important factor discussed is that the wing would
need to be designed considering this scenario; a direct retrofit of the system would not be
possible as a result. Consequently, this system would need to be considered in the early
stages of design in order to fully exploit its potential, affecting the design of the wing. The
importance of assessing such disruptive technologies starting from the preliminary design
phase was highlighted in [15], where it is stated that this is important in order to achieve
significant impact in aviation reductions. For this case, assuming the change in the wing
design might seem excessive, but such a change might not be far from the future reality.

The difference in failure rates among the conventional and innovative architecture
is further explained in this paragraph. For the conventional architecture, a failure of one
single component (e.g., PDU or shaft) can result in the inability to operate the whole flap or
slat system. This condition is not critical to the flight safety [7]. However, big asymmetries
between the left and right surfaces are critical, and this can come from an uncontrolled
shaft fracture [7]. For this reason, the most used architecture employs reversible actuators
with wing tip brakes and a central PDU, usually with a dual motor to increase reliability.
Regarding the more-electric architecture with EMAs, the jamming failure is now present
and needs to be accounted for. However, the management of the mechanical jamming is
still an open issue for EMAs; it probably represents the biggest barrier to the usage of EMAs
for safety-critical functions [9]. For this reason, they are not being used in primary surfaces,
although they could be used for low-power applications [16]. Some studies have tested
this failure mode, and it is actually not a frequent failure mode [9,17]. However, it still
compromises the control surface, and, hence, it will be further investigated before being
introduced in aircraft. On the other hand, in order to better understand the differences
with the conventional architecture, a comparison with a shaft failure is performed. One
study calculated experimentally the failure rates of this main shaft for a slat system [18].
They conclude that transmission shaft fracture and motion seizure are the main failure
modes in the system. They also statd that, from 1956 to 2004, more than 40 accidents were
caused by slat mechanism failure. This initiates a hypothesis that implies that shaft fracture
in conventional high-lift devices might be more common than jamming in EMAs. This
would result in positive expectations about the innovative architecture. Another key factor
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that needs to be addressed is the maturity level of the EMAs in order to better clarify how
realistic the new concept is. Although they are not used in safety-critical devices, EMAs are
currently used in aircraft for different purposes. The B787 uses EMAs for spoiler actuation
and horizontal stabilizer trim actuation [13]. Some military vehicles also use this technology
such as the X-33 or F16 [13]. The A350 and A380 use EMAs in the thrust reversal [16].
Therefore, this technology is not far from reality.

Jamming is not the only new failure mode introduced by the EMAs, although it is
the most dangerous. These failures are, in general, quite different from the ones seen in
conventional actuators. The design and development of EMAs involve new challenges
such as the high integration of the motor and bearings, lubrication in severe environments,
load measurement, optimized thermal sizing, standards for software/hardware, embedded
compact power electronics, health monitoring of all critical parts, etc. [12]. However, other
studies ensure better benefits for the EMAs, having, for example, lower failure rates in
general or better behavior under adverse environmental conditions [4].

As a result, with a certain level of speculation, the introduction of EMAs for high-lift
devices is not far from reality provided that anti-jamming technologies are successfully de-
veloped (i.e., successful jamming mitigation techniques [19] or anti-jamming EMAs, where
the actuator is capable of operating after a mechanical jamming [14]). The implementation
of this new architecture might bring some benefits. The removal of the central mechanical
devices reduces some inefficiencies [13]; as a result, each actuator is sized more optimally.
The reduced number of components might reduce the overall weight of the architecture
and leave more volume and space to other systems [20]. Even a reduction in the number of
maintenance tasks is expected [20], as well as a possible reduction in the manufacturing
effort [3], shortening the production time [13]. The addition of extra electronic devices
must be addressed, but this effect is expected to have low impact. Some studies are even
progressing towards more reliable EMAs [21].

The main objective of this manuscript is to develop a methodology that allows quan-
titative results for the conventional and innovative high-lift device architectures to be
obtained. This can provide a better insight into how feasible the innovative concept is.
The focus of this study is limited to evaluating the difference in terms of performance and
reliability. Performance is the first discipline to check in order to decide whether or not a
new technology might have potential. Differences in mass and power affect the overall
aircraft mass and fuel consumption. Reliability is also assessed since it is the current limit-
ing factor for the introduction of EMAs in aerospace systems. Differences in probability of
failure determine whether the innovative architecture is safer than the state-of-the-art one.
Other disciplines such as maintenance or manufacturing should be further analyzed to
fully understand the potential of the new concept. Several tools are used for the evaluation
of performance; they are fully explained in Section 2. For the reliability estimation, the
reliability block diagram technique is used. This was suggested by previous studies [22]. A
dedicated tool is created and used for its solving which is based on the RBD standards [23].
The innovative aspects of these methodology are now highlighted:

• Safety is a current limiting factor for EMAs. This methodology provides a means to
preliminarily estimate the reliability of an architecture. Such estimation can provide
conclusions about the feasibility of a new architecture. Furthermore, the methodology
can be replicated for other systems;

• The RBD has not been used before to evaluate these architectures. This technique
is supported by standards and can provide quick and meaningful estimations for
preliminary reliability analysis. The main limitation lies in the estimation of the failure
rates of the components. This can be solved by obtaining such values from databases
or feedback from industry;

• The methodology is able to assess the impact of the EMAs when used in a real
architecture, including the effect of additional components and not stopping on an
actuator level. This allows the consideration of added effects and has more realistic
results. This applies to both disciplines. Regarding performance, some previous
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analyses compared the mass of ballscrew actuators and EMAs, but no results for the
whole system were provided. Regarding reliability, some studies analyzed the EMA
failure rates but not the behavior of the architecture as a whole. This manuscript
provides a solution for both disciplines, providing a method to assess the overall effect
of the architecture as a whole.

Summarizing, this paper provides a methodology and applies it to two architectures of
interest (i.e., one conventional and one innovative) for flaps and slats. The results provided
have a low technology readiness level (TRL) but serve as a starting point for further higher-
fidelity studies. The most important outcome of this analysis is to finally provide a means
to obtain quantitative results for the new innovative architecture and not just qualitative
speculation based on experience. The results show promising advantages and benefits if
the anti-jamming EMAs are successfully achieved.

2. Materials and Methods

Two different disciplines are quantitatively evaluated in this analysis: performance
and reliability. The performance of an on-board system can be synthesized by the mass,
power off-take and bleed requirement. All these have an impact on the maximum take-off
mass of the whole aircraft and must be accounted for. The reliability can be assessed by
evaluating the probability of failure of the system. Both disciplines are further explained in
the following subsections.

2.1. Performance

The performance of a subsystem can be summarized by the system mass, power off-
take and bleeding required. These parameters together affect the aircraft sizing [11]. The
system mass directly affects the aircraft mass, and the correspondent increase or decrease
in the structural elements must also be accounted for. For this reason, the analysis should
not be stopped at subsystem level, and the effect on the whole aircraft must be accounted
for in order to fully understand the potential of new architectures. The power required
by a subsystem is called power off-take, and it directly affects the engine. This power is
typically extracted by electric generators and hydraulic pumps; a higher power demand
requires a higher power extraction from the engine. The same effect happens with the air
bleeding. Higher bleeding penalizes the engine fuel consumption more, while no bleeding
at all lets the engine perform without penalties. This translates into a better specific fuel
consumption that has an impact on the maximum take-off mass and fuel burn [11]. For the
evaluation of this study, the following framework is proposed:

1. Aircraft baseline generation: Some top-level aircraft requirements are defined, and,
from them, the aircraft is preliminarily sized. This provides some estimation for
the masses and geometry of the aircraft that are needed for the posterior steps (i.e.,
aircraft characteristics). This is performed by OpenAD, a DLR in-house tool for aircraft
design [24]. This tool is explained with more details in Section 2.1.1;

2. On-board systems evaluation: The systems can be designed after the preliminary
sizing of the aircraft. For this, ASTRID is used [25]. It is a tool developed at Politecnico
di Torino that allows the on-board systems with different levels of electrification to
be sized. It provides the masses, power off-takes and bleed needed by each of the
on-board systems (OBS) considering all power-consuming, power generation and
power distribution systems. For more details about this tool, the reader is referred to
Section 2.1.2;

3. Flight control system sizing: This can be carried out with ASTRID; however, this tool
does not reach the component level required for this analysis, and, consequently, a
dedicated tool is developed for this subsystem. This specific tool is based on the study
shown in [5], which can provide component-level estimations based on high-level
information. It is further explained in Section 2.1.3. This tool is run after ASTRID
and updates the results of the flight control system, specifically in terms of mass and
power;
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4. Aircraft synthesis: Another aircraft sizing iteration is performed after the on-board
systems are sized. The same top-level aircraft requirements (TLARs) are used, but
new additional information is added (i.e., OBS mass, off-takes and bleed). As a
consequence, a more precise and refined result is obtained, and the snowball effect
is accounted for, which is explained in the results section with some examples. This
analysis is again performed with OpenAD [24]. Another OBS sizing iteration could
be added but does not really add value since the difference in results that is observed
is minimal (less than 0.5% of variation in MTOM).

All these steps are represented in Figure 3 as an extended design structure matrix.
Blocks represent the tools, vertical lines indicate the inputs and horizontal ones the outputs.
Thanks to this diagram, the user can quickly understand how the information is exchanged
among the different tools and what the running order is. The whole workflow starts from
block 1. Some TLARs are given as input to an overall aircraft design tool (OpenAD in this
case, but other tools can be used). The results are the aircraft characteristics such as an
initial MTOM, wing surface, fuselage length, engine thrust, etc. These results allow the
on-board systems to be sized more precisely. ASTRID is used for this purpose and provides
as a result the masses, power off-takes and bleed for the given architecture in the given
aircraft baseline. The dedicated FCS tool works the same way but is focused only on this
system. Once all the masses, off-takes and bleed are summarized, they can be given back to
OpenAD. This provides a more precise aircraft baseline with higher-fidelity results based
on the specific OBS architecture. Consequently, values such as the final MTOM or fuel burn
can be obtained for each of the architectures.

Figure 3. Extended design structure matrix representing the performance evaluation workflow,
created with MDAX [26].

2.1.1. Overall Aircraft Design—OpenAD

An overall aircraft design tool is required to properly size the aircraft in which the
systems are installed. The main input in this analysis is a list of requirements specified
in an input file. These requirements (i.e., TLARs) include some fixed values such as the
number of passengers, range, cruise Mach number, take-off distance, etc., and other initial
estimations of some parameters to help with convergence, for instance, an initial MTOM,
wing load, wing and tail characteristics such as dihedral angle, aspect ratio or taper ratio,
etc. OpenAD [24] is used in this manuscript. However, any other overall aircraft design
tool can be used for this purpose. In this study, the tool is used to generate a baseline
for the A320neo. The input mentioned previously is known, and the output consists of
a detailed model of the aircraft including different results for different disciplines (e.g.,
aerodynamics, geometry, structure, masses, fuel burn, etc.). OpenAD is based on well-
understood handbook methods (i.e., Torenbeek, Raymer, Rosskam, Jenkinson). The reader
is referred to [24] for more details. In this reference, the reader can find further information
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about the mass and center of gravity analysis, aerodynamic modeling, geometry definition,
engine performance modeling and mission fuel calculation.

2.1.2. On-Board Systems Sizing—ASTRID

This manuscript focuses on aircraft high-lift devices. To evaluate the impact of one
system, it is crucial to consider how it affects the other systems, such as the distribution
systems. As a consequence, a detailed design of the on-board systems is required to increase
the fidelity of the results. For this purpose, ASTRID is used [25]. This tool takes as input
several parameters that come from the aircraft design analysis, such as MTOM, wing shape,
fuselage dimensions, number of passengers or the engine characteristics. As output, it
provides an estimation of the mass, power off-take and bleed required by each of the
OBS. The tool is sensitive to more-electric architectures, which improves the fidelity of
the results. For more detailed information on the equations behind ASTRID, the reader
is referred to [27]. This reference presents the base methods behind the tool, although
more refined models are used for the more-electric version of some systems, such as the
environmental control system [28]. This tool was calibrated and validated in previous
studies. The more-electric and all-electric architectures were analyzed for a 19-passenger
aircraft in [11]. Other aircraft sizes were also studied and calibrated. Results for a business
jet can be found in [29]. Results for a 90-passenger aircraft are disseminated in [30].

2.1.3. Flight Control System Sizing

The flight control system is sized following the methodology presented in [5]. This
allows a component-level estimation to be reached starting from only some TLARs (i.e.,
maximum take-off weight, wing surface, fin surface and cruise Mach). First, the methodol-
ogy provides a surrogate model to estimate the hinge moments and forces for each control
surface. Afterwards, it provides equations to calculate the components mass for each
surface, as well as the power required. Hinge moments and actuator masses are aligned
with those presented in [31]. The actuator masses are calibrated with the models in [32].
However, the mass of the new components of the innovative architecture is missing. EMAs
can be sized following the equations in [5]. An extra calibration from another source is
performed in order to further validate the methodology for innovative architectures. The
stall load and mass of a real EMA from the 1990s are specified in [13]; the exact values
provided are 133 kN and 36.3 kg, respectively. If this value of stall load is introduced in
the equations provided in [5], the result is a mass of 39 kg. This difference of just 3 kg
between the model and the real actuator is considered minor; hence, the results from the
methodology can be assumed reliable. The electronic devices are more difficult to estimate
since they are not present in the methodology previously mentioned. However, a mass
breakdown of an EMA is presented in [16]. Here, the power electronics constitute 12% of
the mass of the whole EMA. These electronic devices are included in the actuator mass,
but the actuator control electronics are not (difference can be seen in Figure 2). In order to
consider these additional ACE in the model, an extra 10% increase in mass is added after
estimating the weight of the EMAs.

2.2. Reliability

The reliability block diagram technique is chosen in order to estimate the reliability of
an architecture [22]. This allows the architectures to be quantitatively and easily evaluated,
unlike other safety-evaluating methods such as failure tree analysis or failure mode and
effects analysis, which require further information that is not available at this stage of
design [33]. The reliability of a component can be estimated from its failure rates, as shown
in Equation (1):

Rcomponent = e−λt, (1)

where R represents the reliability, λ the failure rates of the component and t the time. If
the failure rates are considered as failures per hour, the reliability can be obtained also per
hour, eliminating the time variable. The correspondent reliability block diagram (RBD)
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can now be built and evaluated for each architecture. The RBD configuration is defined
by the architecture of the system, that is, the components and connections among them.
Components are typically in series or parallel depending on their functionality. Other
non-conventional configurations among components can be found [22]; however, they are
not needed in the architectures evaluated in this study. The RBDs for each high-lift device
architecture are shown in the results section, where all components are in series or parallel.
Equations (2) and (3) are used in order to solve the RBDs.

Rseries =
n

∏
i=1

Ri, (2)

Rparallel = 1 −
n

∏
i=1

(1 − Ri), (3)

The reliability of the system is obtained once the RBD is reduced into one single
component [23]. Since the reliability value is usually quite high (i.e., almost one but not
one), an alternative is suggested to be able to better see the differences among architectures.
The probability of failure is used. It can easily be estimated as one minus the reliability.
This provides an easier comparison and a more representative value for the results. Both
values (i.e., reliability and probability of failure) are used in this analysis as units per
hour. Summarizing, with only the architecture of the system and the failure rates of each
component, it is possible to obtain a proper estimation of the probability of failure of that
system by using the reliability block diagram technique.

3. Results and Discussion

The results for both disciplines (i.e., performance and reliability) are presented in this
section. Two different OBS architectures are evaluated (i.e., conventional and all-electric
architectures). Both architectures are integrated into the same baseline, generating two
different aircraft. The common baseline is based on the A320neo; one aircraft has conven-
tional on-board systems and the other an all-electric version of them. Two different high-lift
device architectures are evaluated; this generates a total of four alternative configurations:
conventional with conventional high-lift devices, conventional with EMA high-lift devices,
all-electric with conventional high-lift devices and all-electric with EMA high-lift devices.
The main parameters of the baseline aircraft (A320neo) are represented in Table 1.

Table 1. Main characteristics of the A320neo baseline.

Parameter Units Value Parameter Units Value

Max. Take-Off Mass kg 78,981 Engine Model - PW1133
Fuselage Length m 37.57 Static Thrust (ISA) kN 147.3

Wing Area m2 124.78 Seats - 180
Wing Span m 35.8 Design Cruise Mach - 0.78

Vertical Tail Area m2 22.49 Design Range nm 2935
Max. Lift Coefficient, Landing - 2.9 Max. Lift Coefficient, Take-Off - 2.55

These TLARs represent the aircraft baseline and are used in the following subsections
as a starting point to generate the results. Section 3.1 shows the results in the performance
discipline, while Section 3.2 contains the results for reliability.

3.1. Performance

As explained before, four different aircraft are analyzed. For that, a common baseline
is needed. It is generated with OpenAD [24] using the TLARs (main ones represented in
Table 1). Then, the on-board systems can be sized and installed using ASTRID [25]. Two
OBS architectures are analyzed: conventional and all electric. As a result, two different
outputs are obtained. Both architectures are now further explained. The conventional
architecture for the on-board systems consists of avionic equipment capable of transoceanic
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flight, conventional hydraulically actuated flight controls, a hydraulically actuated landing
gear, conventional high-lift devices powered by a hydraulic PDU, a pneumatic ice protection
system for nacelles, a wing, a vertical tail and horizontal tail, a conventional environmental
control system with a three-wheel high-pressure bootstrap cycle, a fuel system powered
by electric pumps and three power distribution systems which are pneumatic, hydraulic
and electrical. The architecture of the all-electric concept changes some of the subsystems.
Flight controls and high-lift devices switch to electric actuators (EHAs for primary control
surfaces and spoilers, EMAs for high-lift devices), but this will be analyzed more in depth
later. The landing gear uses electromechanical actuators for retraction, steering and braking,
managing to completely remove the hydraulic components. The ice protection system is
based on electro-thermal blankets (as in the B787) for all the surfaces. The environmental
control system passes to a bleed-less concept in which the air is compressed by two external
compressors, hence not needing to perform bleeding to the engines. The rest of the OBS
stay the same. However, it can be noticed how two of the distribution systems are not
needed anymore. This architecture concept manages to fully eliminate the hydraulic and
pneumatic systems, relying on a fully electric power distribution system. Results from
ASTRID are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. ASTRID results for both OBS architectures.

Conventional [kg] All Electric [kg] Variation [%]

Avionics 781 781 0
Flight Control System 878 737 −16
Ice Protection System 73 76 4.4
Environmental Control System 480 589 22.6
Fuel System 344 344 0
Landing Gear 2176 2320 6.6
Fire Protection 95 95 0
Lights 341 341 0
Oxygen 112 112 0
Water Waste 302 302 0
APU 138 122 −11.7
Pneumatic System 160 0 −100
Hydraulic System 1022 0 −100
Electrical System 1443 1366 −5.3
Total 8344 7184 −13.9

It is noticeable how some systems grow in mass when moving to an all-electric concept.
However, the removal of the hydraulic and pneumatic systems fully compensates this
effect. The following question may arise: why does the electrical system not grow in mass
since now there are more electrical users and, hence, the power requirement is higher?
This comes from the fact that the conventional architecture is based on generation at
115 Volts in alternate current with integrated drive generators. The all-electric concept
integrates a new technology that allows generation at 230 Volts in alternate current at
variable frequency. This increase in voltage allows the size of some components to be
reduced (e.g., transformers, rectifiers, power distribution units, cables, etc.), and, as a result,
the overall effect has almost the same weight as the conventional concept while having a
higher power budget.

The main issue is that ASTRID is not able to analyze the high-lift device architecture
represented in Figure 2. The scope of this study is to reach component level to fully
understand the differences in terms of mass and where they come from. For this reason, a
specific tool for flight control system sizing is developed, as explained in Section 2. This
tool is capable of analyzing the following four different architectures:

1. Conventional aircraft with conventional high-lift devices: The primary control sur-
faces are actuated by classic hydraulic linear actuators; the flaps and slats are mechan-
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ically actuated by a central power drive unit (Figure 1) that is powered by hydraulic
motors;

2. Conventional aircraft with innovative high-lift devices: The primary control surfaces
are actuated by classic hydraulic linear actuators; the flaps and slats are actuated by
EMAs (Figure 2);

3. All-electric aircraft with conventional high-lift devices: The primary control surfaces
are actuated by electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHAs); the flaps and slats are mechan-
ically actuated by a central power drive unit (Figure 1) that is powered by electric
motors since there is no hydraulic system anymore;

4. All-electric aircraft with conventional high-lift devices: The primary control surfaces
are actuated by electro-hydrostatic actuators (EHAs); the flaps and slats are actuated
by EMAs (Figure 2).

The dedicated FCS tool reaches component level, and results are displayed in Table 3.
It can be seen how the weight of the primary surfaces increases since EHAs are heavier
than conventional hydraulic actuators. This comes from the fact that both rely on the same
principle, but the EHAs have their own small hydraulic circuit and, hence, a higher weight.
The innovative high-lift devices are lighter since the central mechanical components are
nonexistent now. Also, the mechanical inefficiencies are not present anymore. The EMAs
can be seen as a conjunct of a ballscrew actuator, a gearbox and an electric motor. The
EMAs are sized specifically for each actuator station. This does not happen in the case with
central mechanical shaft since the gearboxes need to be sized for the maximum torque of
the shaft. This slight inefficiency makes the EMA design more optimal, saving also a part
of the weight from this effect. As a result, it can be seen how the EMA architectures are
lighter than the conventional ones.

Table 3. Results in terms of mass of the four high-lift device architectures.

Conventional Aircraft
with Hydraulic PDU

Conventional Aircraft
with EMAs

All-Electric Aircraft
with Electric PDU

All-Electric Aircraft
with EMAs

Component Number of
Instances

Mass of One
Instance [kg]

Number of
Instances

Mass of One
Instance [kg]

Number of
Instances

Mass of One
Instance [kg]

Number of
Instances

Mass of One
Instance [kg]

Aileron actuator 4 18.75 4 18.75 4 29.40 4 29.40
Elevator actuator 4 17.91 4 17.91 4 28.05 4 28.05
Rudder actuator 3 11.26 3 11.26 3 18.01 3 18.01
Spoiler actuator 10 9.66 10 9.66 10 15.45 10 15.45
Total *, Primary
Surfaces - 276.96 - 276.96 - 438.33 - 438.33

Flap actuator 8 13.28 8 23.24 8 13.28 8 23.24
Flap gearbox 8 12.24 0 0 8 12.24 0 0
Flap corner
gearbox 4 13.40 0 0 4 13.40 0 0

Flap torque
limiter 2 5.51 0 0 2 5.51 0 0

Flap PDU 1 55.14 0 0 1 55.14 0 0
Flap shafts 1 4.30 0 0 1 4.30 0 0
Flap electronics 0 0 1 18.59 0 0 1 18.59
Total *, Flaps - 328.21 - 204.48 - 328.21 - 204.48

Slat actuator 20 3.36 20 6.53 20 3.36 20 6.53
Slat gearbox 20 6.21 0 0 20 6.21 0 0
Slat corner
gearbox 2 6.76 0 0 2 6.76 0 0

Slat torque limiter 2 2.80 0 0 2 2.80 0 0
Slat PDU 1 27.81 0 0 1 27.81 0 0
Slat shafts 1 2.73 0 0 1 2.73 0 0
Slat electronics 0 0 1 13.06 0 0 1 13.06
Total *, Slats - 241.17 - 143.69 - 241.17 - 143.69

Total *, Flight
Control System - 846.34 - 625.13 - 1007.71 - 786.50

* Rows in italic show the sum of the components inside the corresponding component group, delimited by
horizontal lines. Last row in bold shows the total sum of all the components.
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The FCS results calculated by ASTRID are then substituted by the ones shown in
Table 3. This results in four different files with different OBS mass, power off-takes and
bleeding. The analysis does not end here; these on-board systems must be installed inside
the aircraft to fully catch the effect of the mass, power and bleed differences among the
architectures. For this, OpenAD is used again. In this case, the values obtained from
ASTRID and the FCS sizing tool are fixed for OpenAD, forcing it to re-size the baseline
aircraft maintaining those given values. Results are shown in Table 4. The first three rows
are calculated following the method explained in Section 2.1.3. These results concern only
the flight control system and are summed to the other OBS contributions. The middle rows
are calculated with ASTRID, explained in Section 2.1.2. The total OBS mass is calculated
as the one from ASTRID minus the FCS mass estimation from ASTRID plus the FCS mass
from the dedicated tool (shown in row 1). The same process is repeated for the off-takes
(called “Systems Power” in the table). Bleed values are directly taken from ASTRID without
any change since the FCS does not affect this parameter. Ultimately, these values are given
to OpenAD as fixed variables to estimate the MTOM and fuel burn, as shown in the last
two rows. They are calculated following the method explained in Section 2.1.1. The general
results from the table are now mentioned. It is noticeable how the third architecture has
a higher FCS mass than the first one even if the overall effect is that the third aircraft is
lighter. This comes from the effect that all the on-board systems have as a whole. Another
interesting effect is that the difference in OBS mass does not translate directly to difference in
maximum take-off mass. As an example, architectures 1 and 3 are compared. Architecture
1 weighs 846 kg, while architecture 3 weighs 1008 kg. When installed in their respective
aircraft, the overall OBS mass of architecture 3 is 842 kg lighter than the one of architecture
1. However, the difference in MTOM is 1544 kg. This is known as the snowball effect.
The savings in mass in the on-board systems translate into bigger savings in the total
mass. This comes from the effect of needing to increase (or decrease) the weight of the
structure and fuel accordingly. Also, the effect of the power off-takes and bleeding make
the engine more efficient, since there are no losses; this reduces slightly the amount of fuel
needed. Both effects combined make both all-electric architectures noticeably lighter than
the conventional ones.

Table 4. Results in terms of MTOM and fuel burn of the four high-lift device architectures.

Conventional Aircraft
with Hydraulic PDU (1) *

Conventional Aircraft
with EMAs (2) *

All-Electric Aircraft
with Electric PDU (3) *

All-Electric Aircraft
with EMAs (4) *

FCS Mass [kg] 846.34 625.13 1007.71 786.50
Flaps Power Max [kW] 0 2.908 5.940 2.908
Slats Power Max [kW] 0 1.833 2.995 1.833

OBS Mass [kg] 8312 8091 7455 7234
Bleed, Cruise [kg/s] 0.88 0.88 0 0
Bleed, Climb [kg/s] 1.43 1.43 0 0
Systems Power, Cruise [kW] 218 218 387 387
Systems Power, Climb [kW] 170 175 245 241
Systems Power, Take-Off [kW] 59 64 147 143

MTOM [kg] 78,966 78,625 77,422 77,080
Fuel Burn [kg] 19,079 18,921 18,488 18,332

* First three rows are calculated with the dedicated FCS sizing tool. Middle rows are calculated with ASTRID and
updated with the previous values. Last rows are calculated with OpenAD after receiving the feedback from the
values above. It should be noted that these results are generated based on real actuators that suffer jamming.

A detailed explanation of each result from Table 4 is provided here. The FCS mass
varies among architectures. These detailed results can be checked in Table 3. The maximum
power required by the flaps and slats is estimated following the methodology explained
in Section 2.1.3. The first architecture requires no electric power off-take since the PDU is
hydraulic, resulting in a value equal to zero for this reason. The architectures of aircraft
2 and 4 require the same power since they use the same high-lift devices concept. The
sum among all the individual power from each EMA provides the total amount of power
required by the systems. The architecture of aircraft 3 has an electric PDU, the power
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requirement of which is the total of the system (i.e., flaps and slats). This architecture
requires a higher power demand than the other two more-electric ones. This is a direct
cause of the mechanical inefficiencies caused by all the extra gearboxes and shafts. Some
components need to be oversized to be able to bear the shaft torque. All the components of
the mechanical chain are connected in series, which causes their respective inefficiencies to
be multiplied. All these effects combined make this architecture less efficient in terms of
power than the innovative one based on EMAs. With respect to the OBS mass, results are
aligned with the ones from the two previous tables. It is calculated as the correspondent
OBS mass calculated with ASTRID, subtracting the values for the FCS and updating them
with the ones that come from the dedicated FCS tool. Bleed air is needed mainly for the
environmental control system and ice protection. These systems require an engine bleed
for the conventional OBS architectures. The values provided are directly estimated with
ASTRID. Aircrafts 3 and 4 are based on all-electric architectures without a pneumatic
system in which the environmental controls receive the required air from two external
compressors, and the ice protection system is based on electric resistances. Engine bleed is
not needed, and, consequently, it is equal to zero. Power off-takes are also calculated with
ASTRID. It is noteworthy that both all-electric aircraft require a higher power demand since
more systems are electrified. This value changes in take-off and climb since high-lift devices
are used during these phases of the mission profile. It is constant between aircrafts 1 and
2 and aircrafts 3 and 4 because high-lift devices do not impact cruise off-takes. A higher
power off-take can penalize fuel consumption since this translates into a higher power
extraction from the engine. However, not needing to bleed air from the engines favors fuel
consumption, allowing the engine to be more efficient [11]. The combination of both effects
directly affects fuel consumption, and it is considered in this analysis. The last two values
of the table (i.e., MTOM and fuel burn) are estimated with OpenAD and are sensitive to
all the variables above. The combination of all the previous effects is taken into account in
the final results. The heaviest aircraft corresponds to the conventional architecture with
hydraulic PDU. This aircraft needs a hydraulic and pneumatic system, which translates
into an elevated OBS mass and bleed penalty. A heavier aircraft generally results in a higher
fuel demand. The combination of all the effects results in this aircraft having the highest
fuel burn among all. On the other hand, the AEA with EMAs possesses the lightest OBS
among all architectures, mainly because of the lack of hydraulic and pneumatic systems. It
does not require a bleed from the engines, but it extracts the highest power off-take. The
sum of these effects altogether results in the lowest specific fuel consumption among all
aircraft, which results in the lowest MTOM as well. Aircrafts 2 and 3 represent intermediate
points between aircrafts 1 and 2.

For validation purposes, the results obtained for the FCS mass are compared with
the ones provided by the references. It is noticeable how the value for the conventional
architecture (846 kg) differs from the one calculated in [5] (756 kg). This result is actually
expected and explained. In [5], the exact hinge moments and forces for the A320 are used,
which are extracted from different sources. In that paper, it is stated that hinge forces from
Airbus and Boeing models differ significantly owing to structural and geometric reasons
(e.g., slightly different chord ratios). An average between both is suggested in order not
to bias the result towards one or the other, but, for the final results, the specific values for
the Airbus model are used. Boeing models have higher forces and moments. As a result,
using Airbus values leads to a lower FCS mass, using Boeing values leads to higher mass.
Since the scope of this analysis is not to estimate the hinge models, the proposed surrogate
model for hinge model estimation from [5] is used. This allows the subsystem from only
some TLARs to be sized without needing to provide specific values for the hinge moments.
This results in a slight overestimation of the hinge moments and forces, giving a higher
value of the FCS mass, which fully explains the difference in results.
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3.2. Reliability

The safety of the system can be represented at this level by the probability of failure.
A direct comparison between the architectures (Figures 1 and 2) can provide a proper
initial estimation of their difference in terms of reliability. The reliability block diagram
technique is used for this purpose. The first step is an estimation of the failure rates for each
component. The Quanterion Automated Databook (NPRD-2016) is used since it contains
real data about the failure rates of several components used in the aerospace sector. Even
though most of the components are military, it provides a proper estimation of data that
would not be possible to estimate otherwise since failure rates are, in general, sensitive
data that companies do not share with the public. As a result, very little information can be
gathered. Table 5 shows the values that are used for this analysis. In this table, the reader
can find the exact name of the components as they are written in the database. The PDU is
estimated as one single component modeled as two electric motors in parallel that are then
connected in series to a gearbox, as suggested in [6].

Table 5. Failure rates values for high-lift devices components.

Component Name in Database Failure Rates (Per Hour) *

Ballscrew Actuator Ballscrew Assembly 1.274 × 10−5

EMA Actuator Actuator Electromechanical Linear 2.335 × 10−5

Gearbox Gearbox Assembly 2.35 × 10−7

Corner Gearbox Gearbox Assembly 2.35 × 10−7

Shaft Shaft Assembly, Flap Drive Torque 5.81 × 10−8

Electric Motor Motor AC 2.39 × 10−6

Electronic Devices Computer Flight Control 2.79 × 10−6

* Values obtained from the Quanterion Automated Databook (NPRD-2016).

Each component’s reliability can now be estimated following Equation (1). These
values, however, are just estimations based on the data from the database and should not
be considered as exact values for any component in general. Failure rates can vary heavily
from one analysis to another even when comparing the same component. However, this
can provide a proper comparison among different solutions, and the order of magnitude is
much more significant than the value itself.

The first step to estimate the reliability is to create the RBD of the conventional high-lift
device architecture. Following the guidelines from the standards [23], the correspondent
diagram is created and shown in Figure 4, representing the RBD for the conventional flaps.
Slats have an analogous diagram changing the number of surfaces from two to five and
the number of corner gearboxes from four to two due to the wing geometry. The diagram
shows the main shaft and the corner gearboxes as components without redundancy (i.e.,
without any component in parallel with them). This creates one of the main issues with
this architecture; if the shaft breaks, the whole system is lost. This does not mean that a
catastrophic failure happens since the torque limiters can block the shaft in position and
the aircraft can perform the landing, but this affects the operational reliability since it is
likely that the mission will be affected. Not fully deploying the high-lift devices requires a
longer run that expected to perform the landing, which can cause the aircraft to abort the
maneuver and try to land in another bigger airport. As stated in [18], transmission shaft
fracture is one of the main issues in conventional high-lift devices. The actuators, however,
are all redundant; two are present per each flap surface.

Figure 4. RBD of the conventional flap system.
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The RBD in Figure 4 with the corresponding failure rates provides a value of probabil-
ity of failure for the conventional architecture of 1.2 × 10−6. The innovative architecture
from Figure 2 can be represented the same way. For this case, the PDU, gearboxes and shaft
are not present so the RBD contains only EMAs in parallel and electronics in series. With
this configuration, the results for the innovative architecture for flaps has a probability of
failure of 5.6 × 10−6, which is higher than the conventional one. This comparison should
not be taken as exact since the results are hugely dependant in this case on the failure rates
of the shaft and electronic components. Slight variations on these estimations massively
affect the results. The main outcome is that both architectures have the same order of
magnitude, and the one that performs best is determined by the failure rates (and hence
the quality) of the components involved. This result is not the main outcome of this analy-
sis. As explained before, the main advantage of the innovative architecture relies on the
increase in operational reliability. This comes from the idea that removing the main shaft
and mechanically disconnecting the surfaces allows them to be independently deployed
[3]. This results in a completely different reliability block diagram in which the inboard
and outboard flaps are in parallel and not in series as for the conventional case. The new
RBD for the innovative architecture is shown in Figure 5. In can be noticed that two RBDs
are obtained. One represents the case in which the actuator never suffers jamming, the
other shows the case in which the actuator jams every time it suffers a failure. Both cases
are extreme and not real for current EMAs, but knowing both sides gives some insights
into the potential of the architecture.

(a) (b)

Figure 5. RBD of the innovative flap system. (a) Case without jamming. (b) Case with jamming.

The increase in operational reliability is seen directly in the RBDs since the inboard
and outboard flaps go from a series to a parallel configuration. Deploying only one of them
fulfills the mission. Slats work the same way but have a larger number of surfaces. As said
before, the reference aircraft has two flap surfaces and five slat surfaces per wing. For the
conventional case, all five slats are in series in an analogous RBD as shown in Figure 4.
The main difference is that there are five surfaces instead of two. When switching to an
innovative architecture, a question arises. This issue regards the amount of slat surfaces
that need to be successfully deployed in order to consider the mission as fulfilled. For this
case, in order to stay conservative, only one slat surface is allowed to fail, hence, fulfilling
the mission if four out of five slats are deployed. The resulting RBD is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. RBD of the innovative slat system.

It can be observed that an “m out of n” configuration is used for the reliability block
diagram [23]. In this case, if there is no jamming, each of the slat surfaces is compound
by two EMAs in parallel. In the case that an actuator failure always leads to a jamming,
each surface is built as two EMAs in series, exactly as in the case for the flaps. All the
necessary RBDs are now built. Results can be obtained and are shown in Table 6. Each case
is solved with the correspondent reliability block diagram. All the cases for the innovative
architecture with EMAs are calculated for the case in which the operational reliability is
increased by allowing one surface to fail.

Table 6. Reliability results for the different high-lift device architectures.

Architecture
Conventional with
Central Mechanical

Shaft and PDU
Innovative with EMAs

(Case without Jamming)
Innovative with EMAs

(Extreme Case in Which Every
Actuator Failure Causes Jamming)

Flap Probability of Failure, per hour 1.2 × 10−6 * 7.8 × 10−12 † 9.2 × 10−9 §

Slat Probability of Failure, per hour 7.6 × 10−7 * 7.8 × 10−11 ¶ 9.2 × 10−8 ¶

* Estimated following the RBD in Figure 4. † Estimated following the RBD in Figure 5a. § Estimated following the
RBD in Figure 5b. ¶ Estimated following the RBD in Figure 6.

It is noticeable how massively the reliability increases when changing to EMAs. This
comes from the effect of having the surfaces in parallel, whereas they are in series for
the conventional case. Allowing one surface to fail highly increases reliability since the
mission can be achieved even if one flap or slat surface fails, which is not the case for
the conventional architecture. It is also interesting to see that reliability increases with
respect to the conventional architecture even if the actuators suffer jamming. However, it is
important to highlight that these architectures are based on the case in which the mission
can be fulfilled with only one pair of flaps functioning. As commented before, the wing
must be designed considering this feature, and not every aircraft could benefit from this
high-lift device concept. As a final conclusion, the innovative architecture allows reliability
to be highly increased. This mainly comes from the effect of eliminating the mechanical
connection among surfaces, which allows the mission to still be fulfilled if one of the flap
or slat surfaces fails.

4. Conclusions

This manuscript proposes a new methodology that allows quantitative results in terms
of performance and reliability to be obtained for a new innovative concept of high-lift
devices. This allows comparison of the results for such a new concept with the state-of-the-
art architecture and better understanding of its benefits and potential. The reliability block
diagram technique is used to estimate the probability of failure of the conventional and
innovative architectures, providing the corresponding RBDs for each of them. A framework
is provided to evaluate the performance aspects, summarized as aircraft MTOM and fuel
burn. The framework consists of different steps starting with an aircraft baseline definition
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followed by the OBS sizing, FCS sizing and, eventually, aircraft synthesis. This framework
allows all the effects of the new OBS that are installed in the aircraft to be fully captured.

Results show that the new architecture based on EMAs has strong potential in terms
of reliability. This comes from the fact that this new concept allows mechanical connections
among the actuators to be eliminated and, hence, deploys each surface independently
from the others. All flap and slat surfaces are connected in series for the state-of-the-art
architecture. However, the new concept allows them to be separated in parallel. This allows
the mission to be fulfilled even if one surface fails. This effect might hugely increase the
operational reliability. Jamming is still a failure mode that needs to be fully analyzed before
introducing EMAs for this function, but there are several studies moving in the direction of
free-jamming EMAs and into anti-jamming techniques. Nevertheless, the new architecture
might benefit even if jamming is not fully eliminated (summary of results in Table 6).

In terms of performance, the innovative high-lift device concept brings promising
results. Changing from a conventional to an all-electric architecture using the innovative
high-lift devices entails an almost 4% reduction in maximum take-off mass for an A320neo-
like aircraft, with a consequent reduction in fuel burn. This effect is produced by several
factors such as the on-board systems being lighter and more efficient. Focusing strictly on
the differences between both high-lift devices concepts, some conclusions are achieved.
Removing the mechanical shaft allows mechanical inefficiencies that tend to oversize
the actuators and gearboxes, as well as the main power drive unit, to be achieved. In
the conventional architecture, the gearboxes are sized for the accumulated torque in the
mechanical line, and this is far from optimal. Also, the central PDU is oversized to overcome
the mechanical inefficiencies of the shaft and gearboxes. In the innovative case, each
individual electric motor is more optimal since they are sized only for their corresponding
actuator. The extra weight is then removed, as well as the torque limiters and the shaft. The
extra power is removed as well since it is a more efficient architecture overall. Only the
electronic devices are added, which are not heavy. The result is a noticeable reduction in
weight (summary of results in Table 4).

As a main conclusion, it can be stated that the new high-lift device architecture
proposed in literature and represented in Figure 2 has promising potential and could
bring advantages in terms of performance and reliability when compared to the state-
of-the-art flaps and slats. These results have a low technology readiness level (TRL) but
establish a methodological base for further higher-fidelity studies. They also provide
initial quantifiable estimations of the benefits that the new high-lift devices could bring
in the future. Reliability results could be improved with more refined estimations of
the failure rates of the components. This is currently a big gap in research since this
type of data is not publicly available. The only accessible data usually come from old
or outdated databases. This decreases the fidelity of the results, especially in the case
of electric and electronic components. The estimation of performance characteristics can
also be improved by using higher-fidelity tools for FCS, OBS and aircraft sizing. Also,
having real data for the mass of the different actuators would provide a better comparison
among architectures. Nevertheless, the suggested methodology successfully provides
the guidelines and framework to further study the proposed innovative high-lift device
architecture, and the results continue to support the necessity for further research on EMAs
and jamming.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

λ Failure rates
ACE Actuator control electronics
EHA Electro-hydrostatic actuator
EMA Electromechanical actuator
FCS Flight control system
GB Gearbox
MTOM Maximum take-off mass
OBS On-board systems
PCE Power control electronics
PDU Power drive unit
RBD Reliability block diagram
TL Torque limiter
TLARs Top-level aircraft requirements
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